
Timeline of Media Review Process Experience 

21JAN2021-28JAN2021: Parent emailed teacher informing of the contents of the 

book in question; teacher responded that book was considered “diverse.” 

31JAN2021-5FEB2021: Parent emailed principal requesting a meeting with 

principal and teacher regarding the book; principal informed parent of Media 

Review Process; parent formally requested to use the process 

17FEB2021-08MAR2021: Parent coordinated to conduct presentation to school 

for Media Review Process 

09MAR2021: Parent conducted presentation to school committee for Media 

Review Process 

16MAR2021: Parent received response letter from media review committee 

stating that the book was “diverse” and appropriate 

21MAR2021: Parent contacted district media specialist to discuss district policy; 

parent sent rebuttal letter to district media specialist 

21MAR2021-29APR2021: Parent corresponded with district media specialist with 

recommendations for policy change; policy changes were not enacted 

16MAY2021-17MAY2021: Parent registered to speak at 08JUN2021 Board 

Meeting 

08JUN2021: Parent spoke at Board Meeting about transparency and consistency 

regarding sexual content in media centers and teacher libraries; recommended 

policy changes to address this 

17JUN2021: Parent received letter from superintendent stating that the policy 

would be reviewed at a future time  







On Wed, Jan 27, 2021, 8:10 AM wrote: 

Good morning. I apologize for replying so late; however, I wanted to speak with admin before responding. 

The books on my classroom shelf are optional reading for students and are not required reading. The book in 
question is also available in our school library. I have a variety of books available in my room to accommodate my 
students who have diverse reading interests. Please advise that when she encounters a book that upsets, 
offends, or even bores her that she has a right to discontinue reading the book. 

If you have any further concerns, you may direct those to administration. 

Thank you, 

7th ELA & SS 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 11 :20 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Library Book 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Columbia County School District Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Ms. 

Just wanted to follow up on this. Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

On Thu, Jan 21, 2021, 11 :36 PM 

Ms. 























HARLEM MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Georgia Title I High Progress Reward School

424 Hawes Branch Parkway 
Harlem, Georgia 30814 

Website:   Telephone:  706.556.5990 
www.harlemms.ccboe.net      Fax:   706.854.5817 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Marlo Leatherwood, Principal      Christie Mattison, Assistant Principal 

  Patra Griffitt, Assistant Principal 

 Mrs. Allen, 

The Harlem Middle School Media Committee has discussed your concerns and recommendations 

in regards to Raina Telgemeier’s novel Drama.  The committee studied material relevant to the book as 

outlined by CCBOE Procedure IFBD.  The instructional relevance, intended use, age and maturity level of 

the intended audience, professional reviews, and its literary merit were all examined.   

Common Sense Media has Drama listed as a five-star review and approved for ages 10 and older.  

School Library Journal reviewed this book for grades 5-8, while the Comic Book Legal Defense Fund 

recommends it for ages 9-14.  Destiny/Follett, our county-wide library system, has listed the book with an 

interest grade level between 3rd and 9th grade.  Meryl Jaffe, author of “Using Graphic Novels in 

Education: Drama”, reviewed Drama as “a coming-of-age story as a young teenager learns to follow her 

passions, navigate friendships and crushes, and learns, along with her friends and peers, how to feel 

comfortable within one’s skin while embracing personal strengths, weaknesses, and quirks.”  Common 

Sense Media reviewed Drama as “a detailed and realistic picture of what it takes, onstage and backstage, 

to produce an ambitious piece of musical theater”.  Since the book’s publication in 2012, Drama has 

received numerous literary prizes with the most notable prize coming from Young Adult Library Services 

Association (YALSA) as a Top Ten Great Graphic Novels for Teens.  The committee determined that this 

book fits within the age and maturity level of the middle school students we serve at Harlem Middle. 

http://www.harlemms.ccboe.net/


Per the CCBOE Procedure IFBD, the intended use of any and all free-reading material is to meet 

the diverse needs of individual students and provide access to resources that range in interest, perspective, 

and differing points of view.  In accordance with the American Library Association, the Library Bill of 

Rights, and the Freedom to Read Statement, the school library has a responsibility to serve every member 

of their designated community and represent both minority and majority beliefs.   

The committee has concluded that Drama by Raina Telgemeier will remain in the school library as 

well as teacher classroom libraries.  Harlem Middle School is unable to meet the request to update 

CCBOE Board Policy and Procedure IFBD as it is a county-wide policy.  The committee has also decided 

that creating a restricted section in the library and/or labeling books as containing “controversial content” 

is not a reasonable request.  Restricting and labeling material based on the values and beliefs of one 

individual, significantly limits the freedoms of others and is counterproductive to The Freedom to Read 

Statement and the Library Bill of Rights.   

Upon further discussion of potential solutions, the committee has agreed to implement the 

following:   

1. Teachers who have a classroom library will compile a list of novels available for students as

free-reads in their room.  This list will be made available on the teachers’ website and through the class 

syllabus.      

2. If a parent requests that their student be limited to checking out certain books, then a note will

be placed in the student’s Destiny account.  This note will alert the Media Specialist and Media Clerk of 

the specific content/topics/etc. that the student is prohibited from checking out based on parent request.  

Although your recommendations were not approved by the committee at this time, we appreciate 

the opportunity to develop safeguards to support the student population at Harlem Middle School. If you 

wish to appeal this decision, you must do so within ten school days following this letters postmark.  A 



letter requesting an appeal shall be mailed to the district media contact person for review by the district 

media committee (Procedure IFBD).     

Sincerely,  

Marlo Leatherwood, Principal 













To Mr. Nicholas Carroll: 21MAR2021 

I recently found that the book Drama by Raina Telgemeier was available at Harlem Middle 
School. My daughter read it without having any idea of the overtly homosexual/bisexual themes 

of the story due to the fact that the book summary makes no mention of it. The book is a graphic 
novel written for grade school children and is also at the Euchee Creek Elementary School media 

center. 

I spoke with the teacher whose classroom library had provided the book to inform her of the 
controversial content. Her response was that she felt the book was acceptable because it appealed 

to diverse reading interests of her students. Her advice was for my daughter to avoid reading 
books that bothered her/disinterested her, or to simply not use her lending library. 

I found this response insufficient and proceeded to using the Challenges and Reconsideration 
proceedings outlined in the county media policy. I specifically stated that my concern was a lack 

of transparency between schools and parents regarding media provided to children, and focused 
on the fact that “diverse” did not imply to parents that highly controversial media content would 

be provided to children without parental permission or consent. 

I requested that media containing controversial topics be removed, placed in a restricted section, 
or that parents be somehow notified of the exact types of materials that would be provided to 
their children. 

Unfortunately, the response from the committee was simply to quote websites praising the book 
along with a reference to the ALA Freedom to Read Act, justifying the presence of the book. 
They stated that teachers would provide lists of classroom library titles for parents to review at 

the beginning of each year, but that media in the school library would not be affected. 
Additionally, it was stated that updating the county policy was outside of the school’s purview.  

While I concur with the statement regarding the county policy, the rest of the response was 

dissatisfactory. The idea that the book was praised in some realms does not equate to it being 
quality or appropriate literature. Indeed, the fact that it was banned for many years by the 
education system in the state of Texas was noticeably missing the committee’s research and 

response. Secondly, the ALA Freedom to Read Act is merely a statement by a non-profit 
organization-one that seems to believe that all information, of any content or nature (especially 

controversial themes), should be provided to all children of all ages-and anything other than that 
constitutes censorship and a violation of First Amendment rights. While I believe that this is a 
noble intent as it applies to adults, it defies common sense if applied to children. As a parent 

there are absolutely things we want to censor for our children until they reach the age where we 
feel is it appropriate. That is our right and our responsibility as parents. 

The county media policy currently states: "The Columbia County School District accepts the 

obligation to provide for a wide range of abilities and to respect the diversity considered in 
meeting this obligation. To this end, principles must be placed above personal opinion and 
reason above prejudice in the selection of materials of the highest quality and appropriateness." 



I hereby request the following: 

In the spirit of transparency, I request that the county either remove media with controversial 

topics or add the following verbiage to the media policy following the text quoted above: 

“The county has determined that the following content will be allowed at all schools and levels 
of education regardless of the controversial nature: Sexually Explicit Content, Homosexual 
Themes, Abortion, Transgender Theory, Drug Use, and Excessive Violence.” 

I also request that all media in these stated categories be clearly labeled with a sticker or other 

marker to allow for students to make informed decisions about their media material and parents 

to visibly identify controversial media being brought home by their children. 

Additionally, parents identifying media they deem to be controversial should be advised to use 

the Challenges and Reconsideration process as currently outlined in the county media policy. 

To address this item on a county level, I am also beginning a petition to this effect and will be 
speaking at a county board meeting on 13 April.  

It is my firm belief that taking these measures will increase the transparency of current policies 

and provide parents and children the fair opportunity to engage and address controversial topics 

in society as they deem most appropriate.  While some parents may have no issues with their 

children being exposed to these themes, I feel that the desires of a few should not eclipse the 

desires of the majority to be given the opportunity to make that determination for their own 

children before exposure has already taken place using tax-funded, school approved media items. 

Thank you so much for your time, and I look forward to hearing the results of this committee’s 

deliberations. 

Sincerely, 







Remarks 

Good evening everyone. I would like to begin my remarks with 

a quick invocation. 

Lord Heavenly Father, thank you for bringing us here today to 

speak freely about our children’s education. This country was 

founded in Your name and Your guiding principles. Please help 

us be bold in serving You with our words and actions, in all that 

we do. Amen. 

The request that I bring forward today is based on two things: 

transparency and consistency. 

It came to my attention this year that Media Centers and 

Teacher Libraries currently contain the book "Drama" by Raina 

Telgemeier, which contains overtly homosexual themes.  

When brought to the County's attention, the County has ruled 

that this book qualifies as "diverse" reading material and may 

remain in school Media Centers and Teacher Libraries. I also 

sensed a hesitancy to inform parents in writing of this material, 

which begs the question: why would the county allow any 

material to be present for children when it is clearly hesitant to 

inform parents that it is available? We should all be concerned 

when schools knowingly allow a lack of transparency to persist. 

I, along with many parents in the county, believe that 

homosexuality, along with general sexuality and transgender 

ideology, are sensitive topics that are best addressed at home. 



We feel that the county is not being transparent with parents 

by allowing this material to be present and available to children 

without our knowledge. We believe that all schools in Columbia 

County should be required to inform parents that these 

materials are present BEFORE children have access to them. 

We also feel that the County is being inconsistent with how 

they inform parents and request consent for exposure to 

sensitive topics. For example, a current Harlem Middle School 

permission request for a bullying/sexual assault awareness 

class reads: 

“Columbia County School System respects parents and the 

values that each family holds for their children. To honor this 

high level of respect, parents will determine if they want their 

child to be a part of this discussion or if they would prefer to 

have the discussions at home.” 

This is directly inconsistent with the lack of notification or 

request for consent as related to sensitive sexual materials 

available in media centers and teacher libraries. 

To address the problem of transparency: 

We request that items containing themes on sexuality, 

homosexuality, and/or transgender ideology either be removed 

from our schools, or that the County embraces a spirit of 

transparency and amends the media policy to add the 

following text: 



"The Columbia County School District hereby informs parents 

that Media Centers and Teacher Libraries may provide material 

containing sensitive topics such as sexuality, homosexuality, 

and/or transgender ideology." 

To address the issue of consistency: 

We feel that the county should send a letter home to parents at 

the beginning of the school year informing parents that this 

sexually sensitive material is present in media centers and 

teacher libraries, and outline parent options for opting their 

children out of this material. This would address the 

inconsistency issue, since the expectation has already been 

established that Columbia County sends these types of notes 

home for other sensitive sexual content. 

I would like a confirmation in writing by 16 July that both of 

these suggestions will be adopted for the 2021/2022 school 

year. 

Thank you for your time. 
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